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Lego city undercover switch manual
'Lego City Undercover is a city video game originally launched exclusively for Nintendo Wii U on March 18, 2013 in the US and March 28, 2013 in Europe. On November 22, 2016, Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment announced that the game will be released for Microsoft Windows, Nintendo Switch, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One on April 4, 2017
and April 7, 2017 for Europe [2]. Backgrounds This game was first mentioned in the 2009 brick, where it was said: "Lego city's history will have a looser central history that will encourage the player to explore a wider variety of lateral history and challenges. The game was then announced on the back of Lego set instructions from 2011 sets of city.
The announcement took two pages. In the first, he showed a code, from which the arrows left, pointing to a DS with the game, a computer monitor with the Lego website, and a computer monitor with the COMIC constructor on the site. The second page announced the game itself, using an instantaneous in the game. The game was officially confirmed
to be in production on 7 June 2011, E3 2011 and will be available for Wii U on March 18, 2013 and in Europe on March 28, 2013 [3] In addition, a prequel, Lego City Undercover: Chase begins, was launched for Nintendo 3DS on April 21, 2013 at North America and April 26, 2013 in Europe. The game itself occurs during 2012-2013. History Chase
McCain returns to Lego City after accidentally revealing Natalia Kowalski's identity live on National TV after Natalia provided evidence that helped to arrest the fury to arrest the fury. Chase was brought back by ship by Mayor Gleeson to investigate a crime wave she believes that Rex's fury is behind, as he is a criminal mentor and escaped from
Albatroz prison. Chase is brought to the police station, where he finds Frank Honey and an apparent old man, Marion Dunby, who became the boss. After a briefing, Chase takes care of a bank robbery performed by the clown thieves. After the mission, Chase Bumps in Natalia Kowalski, who reveals that she had to change her identity to hide from Rex
Fury and threat to leave him for his personal security. Later, Chase takes a thief gang on the TV tower, and discovers the leader they were working on Rex Fury. Chase decides to go to Albatroz's prison to find Rex's evidence, where he knows Blue Whittaker, who tells him about Rex. After investigating his cryula, the persecution discovers that Rex
used a hammer to give up the prison, leading to a task at the Bluebell mine to find more evidence, but located Rex, that knocks him down and escapes him. Looking for the guidance to defend himself against Rex, Chase goes to Barry Smith, who teaches him Kung-fu listening to a disc. Chase decides to work disguised with Rex's affiliates, starting with
Chan Chuang, a person who owns a pike shop and works for him stealing cars for him. He then goes on to work for Vinnie Papparardo, who attributes to him to steal the emerald of chili. Dunby then tells the pursuit to get tests against Chan Chuang photographing his members of gangs doing illegal actions. Chan calls chase afterwards and tells him to
steal a buggy from the moon, since all his most reliably employees â € â € â € ™ were arrested. So, Chase is called by Dunby boss to rescue Forrest Blackwell, who was kidnapped by an unknown criminal gang. Vinnie Papparardo then attaches the pursuit of a task to steal a skeleton from Tyrannosaurus Rex to Rex Fury. After that, Chase decides to go
to the hotel where he heard that Rex Fury and Vinnie were meeting, and learns that Vinnie and Rex had a drop. He teamed up with Vinnie to enter Blackwell Tower to find a hidden gold safe, where Moe explains to him on an incident where forrest planned to build a With a mall in the Bluebell Park, but it was banned due to the park accommodation
rare squirrel, angry forrest. When Chase arrives at the tower, when he opens the safe, he is ambushed by sentinels, which serve as guards. He will surpass them, but when he he the Ice Cream of Pappalardo to meet with Vinnie, he rescues you from the henchmen of Rex, who'd been frozen in a freezer in the retaliaÃ§Ã £ Vinnie Traa it. He comes to the
Rex hidden base of guts to find Henrik Kowalski, father of Natalia, he finds that the prÃ³prio Forrest Blackwell estÃ¡ by trÃ¡s wave of crime. Henrik reveals to him a plan made by Blackwell to make a IMPA © river on the moon, where Henrik was forÃ§ado to help to make a protective shield for the IMPA © river. To find that the Blackwell Torre Ã ©
actually the rocket that Forrest was planning to use to reach the moon, it establishes strength of fields around the tower to prevent the igniÃ§Ã £ rocket, incinerating the city . Then, using another rocket, it goes to the IMPA © River Moon and redirects rocket Forrest back to Earth, where Forrest then refuses to go tÃ £ o states that he decided to build
his "utopia" (apartment / shopping) on the moon on the contrary, still furious about the incident from his construction project £ cleared in Blubell Park. After fighting robot Rex T. Rex Fury, Forrest destrÃ³i the tower, and Rex and Chase leaves to fight while he escapes in an escape cÃ¡psula. Chase Enta £ Rex defeat, and saves the espaÃ§onave Natalia
hitting the town of Lego. Chase Ã © congratulated for saving the city and Ã © Rex finally put back in jail. Expressed Additional voices by Stuart Allardes, Louise Andres, Stephen Austin, Becky Ballantine, Duncan Gillies, Adam Gott, Mark Healy, Alexandra Jaeschke, Glenn Kneale, David May, Greg McCarthy, Amy Parry, Graham Price, Jenny Rathbone,
Ash Read, Meg Runfield and Jon Spencer. Characters Characters No names Characters Character Skills Picture Other Characters Criminals and Gangs Members CarÃ¡ter Image Levels Skills Navel Player CarÃ¡teres Enemies Great location £ o (s) Boss (es) Mass £ o (s) Chase McCain (Police Office) Chase McCain (Civillian) Lobby Breaking Breaking
Dunby's Office Briefing Room (Cutscene only) coraÃ§Ãμes Mercy Hospital (Cutscene only) Cherry Tree Cafe the Red Bank Robber Clown Clown Robber Max Lou PalhaÃ§o Robber Wes Take Police Office of car is estaÃ§Ã £ Police Office the main computer repair search for a Uniform Police Office Find Key to the Office of Dunby acordÃ¡ you go to
Cherry Tree Bank Attach the 3 palhaÃ§o Robbers Auburn docks Bay Bridge Meadows Diner Fort Bluebell Jenny National Park LEGO City Diner TV edifÃcio go to Auburn Bay Bridge Building Call in Point at Fort Meadows Diner go to Bluebell National Park and get a Grapple gun Duke Huckleberry go to Jenny Diner and useful izar Police Office scan to
find the thieves climb prÃ © dio next to the LEGO City TV edifÃcio to enter the navel perseguiÃ§Ã £ McC ain (Police) PerseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (thief £ o) Police Albatross Prison Cherry Tree Station Bluebell mine send all prisoners to Prisa £ o. Chase McCain (Police Office) Chase McCain (thief £ o) Office of the Blue Warden's Office Rex Fury Chase
Chase McCain (Police Office) Chase McCain (thief £ o) Chase McCain (Miner) Chao Hui Hai Chen Shui Xue Fu Serenity Bridge (30,000 bricks to build super) dojo Temple Precinct Crabby Cove (Cutscene only) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Police) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (thief £ o) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Mineiro) Karate Guy Karate Guy Brown dojo Temple
Courtyard Temple Dojo main room Bandit Roman Gorrila Suit Guy Super fighter Minotaur Demolition dummy tribal chief FaraÃ³ man cave Scrapyard Chan (Tamba © m known as salvage yard) of the Art Gallery Chan Limos Company Blackwell Torre Gillespie Theater Hotel perseguiÃ§Ã £ o secret (Police) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain Scrapyard Park Noodle
Bar (thief £ o) McCain (Mineiro) Police £ perseguiÃ§Ã the Airport Courthouse Pappalardo Ice Cream Downtown Chase Bank Chan Undercover (Police Office) Chase McCain (thief £ o) Chase McCain (mining) Sewage in the city center of downtown CHAN'S PARK LIMOS COLESCENTE Charf APOLLO Island Supervisors Guards Crescent Park Wharf
Science Station de PolÃcia Chan's Scrapyard Chase Terno (PolÃcia) (EXCLUSIVO NÃVEL) Chase McCain (ladrÃ£o) Chase McCain (Astronauta) Chao Hui Hai Chen Shui Xue Chan Schpyard Bluebell National Park Jethro Hayes " " Castle Secret Possession (Police) Chase McCain (Thief) Chase McCain (miner) Chase McCain (Astronaut) Chase McCain
(Farmer) PerseaçÃ§Ã§Ã§Ã © Ã £ McCain (fireman) different Enemys in edifÃcio suits Supervisors apartment Security Castle Art Gallery Museum Airport Fire Department Mercy Hospital SeguranÃ§as CoraÃ§Ãμes Ellie black Hair guards Security perseguiÃ§Ã £ secret (Police) Chase McCain (thief) Chase McCain (miner) Chase McCain (Astronaut)
Chase McCain (Farmer) Chase McCain (Fireman) Pursução McCain (Farmer) Secret persecution (Police) Chase McCain (thief) Chase McCain (Miner) Chase McCain (Astronaut) Chase McCain (Farmer) PersegoÃÃÃÃÃÃÃ £ McCain (Firefighter) Different Enemys in Ellie Apartment Suits Pappally Building Sorveteria Hotel Honey Many Hotels in
Sorveteria Secret Possession (Police) McCain Chase of Herbert Hotel Promenade Gardens Pappally from Paradise Sands Fin (thief) Chase McCain (miner) Chase McCain (astronaut) Chase McCain (Farmer) Chase McCain (fireman) Tunnel Sea Blackwell (Cutscene only) Forrest Blackwel L'S Mansion Secret Possession (Police) Chase McCain (Thief)
Chase McCain (miner) Chase McCain (Astronaut) Persecution McCain (Farmer) Chase McCain (Firefighter) VITUS TINKLEMANANÃ © Carlo Cone Papparardo Sorveteria Secret Possession (Police) Chase McCain (Robber) Persecution McCain ( Mineiro) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (astronaut) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (farmer) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain
(fireman) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Security guards Hair guards supervisors of construction £ o ) Security black Security Pappalardo Ice Cream Construction Yard Observatory perseguiÃ§Ã £ secret (Police) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Robber) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Mineiro) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (astronaut) Chase McCain (Farmer) Chase McCain
(Firefighter) Chase McCain (Construction) Secret Possession (Police) Persecution McCain (Thief ) Chase McCain (Miner) Chase McCain (Astronaut) Chase McCain (farmer) Chase McCain (firefighter) Chase McCain (Construction) Different Enemys in Mansion Suits Chase Disguised by Forrest Blackwell (Police) Chase McCain (Thief) Chase McCain
(miner) Chase McCain (Astronaut) Persecution Ã £ McCain (Fa Römer) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (fireman) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Construction £ o) Vitus TinklemanÃ ¢ Â © Jimmy Grossman Spikey Don Maximilian Jarvik Ben Sharples Jonlan Regnix perseguiÃ§Ã Secret £ (Police) PerseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (the thief £) PerseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Miner)
PerseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (astronaut) PerseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Farmer) perseguiÃ§Ã £ McCain (Firefighter) Chase McCain (Construction) Different Enemys in Suits Secret Possession (Police) P McCain (thief) Chase McCain (miner) Chase McCain (astronaut) Chase McCain (Farmer) Chase McCain (fireman) Possession McCain (Construction) Different
Enemys in Forrest Blackwell Docks Mansion Auburn Suits Secret Possession (Police) McCain Possession (Mineiro) Chase (Mineiro) PerseguÃ £ McCain (astronaut) Chase McCain (Farmer) Chase McCain (Firefighter) Chase McCain (Construction) Different Enemys in Suits Chase Disguise Ado (Police) Chase McCain (thief) Chase McCain (Miner) Chase
McCain (Astronaut) Persecution McCain (Farmer) Chase McCain (Fireman ) Chase McCain (Construction) Aircraft Vehicles BikesÃ ¢ © Buzzer - (dirt bike) Ã ¢ © groundhogÃ © (skate) Hair dryer - (Pizza scooters) ¢ Â © Redeemer - (LEGO modified tricycle) Ã ¢ Â © wallow ¢ Â © (wheelchair) Rexa s BruteÃ ¢ Â ¢ © SegwayÃ SWEETIAN © (bicycle)
VOR - (Vintage Lego Modified Motorcycle) CAME WASHING WAGONÃ ¢ © (Mine Cart) CompactSacctsÃ ¢ © Arbalestã ¢ CabrakanÃ ¢ © ChraTera DownForce Â © EarwigÃ © © FlareÃ ¢ Grassman - (Cutter (Â © hestiaÃ ¢ Â © pumpkinÃ ¢¢ © rexa s galicanÃ ¢ Â © sevila - (atv) - smallisimo - (carro de 3177 carro pequeno) ã ¢¢o) Â © talos - (buggy)
Ã © Broadcaster - (van notes) ã © klana s ironback - (pick-up) ã ¢¢lo espacial) ã ¢ Â © Galleon - (Carro de 7639 Camper) Set © Gotland - (van) Ã ¢¢BACK - (Pick-Up) Served - (Luna Rover) Set. (Icecreme Caminhã Ã ¢ (Pick-Up) Comment - ("VW" DE 4207 City garage) Semicr Machorador Â © Cetana DRAKONAS â € © Dullahan â € © Falchion â € ©
Gersemi © Lantos - (Sliding Car) © Narym - (Chase Personal Car) © Roar ~ © Silversmith - © Sphinxan, Span Rite - (60007 Sports Car High Speaking Chase) ~ Varkyrie © Wrath © Worker - © Vehicles Railway Boats Notes to the right Star Balloon There are many references to Mario video games in Lego City Disguised, Preding the official sets of
Lego based on the Base . A star can be seen as a balloon at a star-shaped balloon fair. Chase McCain uses a green warp tube at a point. To unlock the fisherman, you need to fish in the Crescent Park Wharf, when you fish the fish is a cheep cheep. To unlock Chan Chuang, you need to build a bob-omb and play it in a cage in the pagoda. The first phase
of Boss of Fury Rex is defeated in a similar way of Bowser from Super Mario 64. In a area in the city center, there are cannons that focus bullet notes. Above a tunnel covered with ivy, a wiggler is wandering from side to side. There are five super constructable stars â € â € â € â € â € â € â € â € â € â € â € â € â € â € â € ¢ Series Mario, which unlock
the pop star. There are five interrogation point blocks of Sério Mario, which when all are hit, they unlock Super Wrestler. There is a red brick that, once activated, gives the MARIO player hat. There is another warp tube behind the dojo that can be watered and reveals a vanus fire trap (fire breathing piranha plant). The Fire Trap Fire Venus can be
used to burn a large spider web blocking the character Token, Barry Smith (Trousserless). On the museum level, a giant dried bones can be built. Some characters jump in the same way that Mario does. In one of the towers in the castle has a flag pole. Alest of Mario, there are many other types of references to games, TV shows and movies in Lego
City Undercover, including ShawnsHank Redemption, CSI: Miami, Miami Vices. In the fight scene with Barry, when Chase McCain is hit with an uppercut, red letters saying K.o. They appear and a clássica legend of Zelda fanfare is heard. Many famous policemen and detectives like Sherlock Holmes and Watson were seen in the police room. Horace
Cone can be a Horatio Caine Caine parade: Miami. The Wii U version of this game is one of the few Lego videogames not to include a multiplayer function and is published by Nintendo. People who worked in the game like Luke Cashmore and Ross Wilding have minifigures that you can unlock. This game presents all Minifigures 1 and Minifigures
Theme Series 3 Series and All Minifigures of SÃ © Rie 2, SÃ © Rie 4, Series 5, and Series 6, but not witch, Kimono Girl, Gramado Gnome, Queen Egypty, Malved Themes, Little Clown, Flamenco Dancer, Genie, Lady Liberty and Leprechaun. However, Lady Liberty made an appearance in this game as a statue, but without an element of fire on the
torch. The poster with Chase McCain and Rex foster may be referring to the special task when Chase goes to the mine and is ambushed by the henchmen and Rex dynamite. Before this game was released, some of the minifigures of the game are made in physical forms such as Official Park, Ranger Barber and Stanchion. You do not know what
happened to many characters such as Clarence Fletcher and Chan Chuang. Some of the districts in this game were named and projected after the real life sites and historical landmarks in the United States. At the opening cutscene of the game, the scream Wilhelm can be heard when someone falls from a ferry. In the final mission, where the
persecution should skydive in the atmosphere to save Natalia, if you pay a lot of attention to the planet below, Newfoundland can be made and areas of the northern end of Canada Slowly change the position while the angle changes, which would put Lego City somewhere on the coast in Canada, or in the United States on the big lakes. To the hottest
tropical or global climate that Lego City seems to be with common palm trees in all the area, it is unlikely that the city is located in this north. However, if This is the case, it is entirely as possible that Lego City is located in the region of the Great Lakes as marbles can and have sailed to the various lakes. At the Square Festival, "Stars and Stripes
Forever" can be heard, which implies that Lego City is an American city. At the king's court, many fictional flags are seen on what is presumably an embassy. It is possible that the nations of this world are different than those in the real world, but with the same geography. Lego City could very well be also located in your own paãs not a part of the US
or Canada. Mario references were removed from PC, PS4 and Xbox One Versions. They are, however, still present on the Nintendo switch. This is the second video game Lego to remaster, being the first Lego Harry Potter collection (which has two original Lego Harry Potter games: Years 1-4 and Lego Harry Potter: Years 5-7). Nintendo Wii U and
Nintendo Versions Change Lego City Undercover (as well as Possibly from Nintendo Nintendo 3DS / 2Ds Prequel City Undercover, ie Lego City Undercover: The Chase Begins) was renamed the traveler for PS4, PC ports from the Xbox One and. Pat Patterson shares a name with a real ex-life WWF / WWE (World Wrestling Federation / World Wrestling
Entertainment) employed by the name of the same name. However, you do not know if Lego City Undercover Minifigure is really based on the person of real life or not. Charlotte Hannon (the female firefighter) was renamed Jade Crosby in all other version of Lego City Undercover (Nintendo switch, Sony PlayStation 4, Microsoft Xbox One, and the PC
versions of the game). However, it is not known why this name changes had occurred in the game. Two vehicles that are in Lego City Undercover, in fact, sharing their names with real vehicles. However, the types of vehicles that they share their homonts with are completely different in real life. Spirit, which is supposed to be a performance vehicle,
share your name with the Dodge spirit, which is more of an economical sedan or, if desired, a bed tuner, than your sports car variant © Featured in Lego City Undercover. The scout, which is another performance vehicle, or sports car, if you prefer, the actions your xar with the 4x4 off-road truck called Harvester International Scout, which was
supposed to be a rival for the Chevrolet Blazer, GMC Sierra / High Sierra / High Sierra 1500, Ford Bronco, Ramcharger Charger Ram / Dodge, Plymouth Trailluster, and many Jeep vehicles. Lays in Lego City Undercover A very similar profile, as well as the General Appearance, with Ford GT40, as well as its spiritual successor in the 2002-2008 Ford
GT. The minnow boat in Lego City Undercover is a reference to the Fictional Boat S. Minnow of the Gilligan Show Show, Cartoon Island and movies made for the television. Albatross Island Apollo Island Auburn Auburn Bay Bridge Blackwell National Park Bright Lights Plaza Cherry Tree Hills Crescent Park Crosstown Tunnel Downtown Festival
Square Fort Meadows Fresh Grande Channel Heritage Bridge King Court Lady Liberty Island Lego City Airport Pagoda Para Sands Uptown Press Declaration This is a description taken from Lego.com. Do not modify it. (Visit the product page of this item) The Chase is on! For the first time, the Vehicles Lego City fan-favorite and play games earn life
in Lego City Undercover, exclusively for the new Wii U Console. Players assume Chase McCain's identity, a detective armed with intelligent disguises. The mission is to put an end to Diabolic Rex Fury and end up with his wave of crimes in Lego City. While players run, drive and even fly through the city, theyÃ ¢ will use the Wii U controller as a new
polish gadget. Wii u control features are perfectly woven in game experience. use it to scan for hidden clues and criminals, receive mission updates and waypoints place in one Map of the city that displays its real-time position. Experience the city of Lego as never before. Family meeting that games come to life while players explore the vast city,
looking for clues to bring Rex Fury to the justice. Players can be disguised with a variety of disguises, including a firefighter, a civil construction worker and even a thief and use their unique skills to solve puzzles and access new city areas. Once you have won these disguises, you will definitely want to take a break from the story to enjoy a good old
"out of the" fun clock. As Doyle explains, you can not be a good police officer all the time: "There's much more out of history. As a thief you can steal cars and try to overcome polish, participate in time tests and free time, Be a limousine driver, take the renegade alienas, the rescue cats, erase the incursions ... The list continues and continues. "There
are more than 100 vehicles for players to collect and use to explore the city, including sports cars , motorcycles and at the aircraft. Players can expect them to speak minifigures and parade to deliver the plot of the game. Minifigure Included with promotional images of Preider Chase McCain the case of the game with the classification pending
classification. The game case with the world more 10+ classification and network logo nintendo.chase McCain - Miner & Rex FuryWiu Legocityu 3 vhcl04 e3.jpg The extender for GameThe version remastered on Xbox version Remastered on the PlayStation 4A Version Remastered in Nintendo Switch Screenshots Maps and other Viveos Lego City
Undercover Trailerwii U - Lego City Undercover City City Undercover GameplayleGoâ® City - Undercover Behind Cenario Club Adventurans TV - LEGO CITY GLOGO LEGOÂ® Club Club Stop -Motion Anclination Advertising Game.Lego City Undercover (Wii U) Lego City Undercover - Nintendo Direct Trailerwii U - Lego City Undercover Trailer-0Lego
City Undercover Vehicles Trailerlego City Undercover Gameplay - Condition of cars and Picking Bandits (Wii U) Wii U - Lego City Undercover TV CommercialLego Go The World Open With Lego City Dercoverlego City Undercover New GamePlay - HQ Hallego City Undercover - Webisódio 2 Meet Dunby (Wii U) Lego City Undercover - We BISTICLE 1
KNOW CHASE MCCAIN (Wii U) Lego City Undercover - Gameplay Footage of US Nintendo Direct Trailer with "Lego Iwata". City Undercover - Webisode 4 Know Ellie Phillips (Wii U) Lego City Undercover - GamePlayle City Undercover Wii U Review, Hands-On with Familywii U - Lego City Undercover March Trailerlego City Undercover - Forest
Ranger Cutsceneign Reviews - Lego City Undercover Video Review - 0Lego City Undercover - Jet Ski Time Triallego City Undercover - Mine Skydiving External Links References Content of the Community is available under CC-BY-SA, except indication in contrary. AdventureOpen World + Chase McCain Minifigure.jpg + Wii Umicrosoft
SWITCHPLAYSTATION 4xBox One + to Chase is connected! For the first time, the â € | The persecution is on!
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